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GOLDEN BOY DAVE KELLY

, l ence. The portability and immediacy of the medium -

' lnstant feed brack of video recording systems makes it

. .sible for both male and female artists to create

:ges of the most inaccessible and private situations'

i- ougn increasingly sophisticated post-production

niques they are then able to control their "speech"

transmit it to an audience who are already receptlve

I orrect form of adclress both through television and

I aditionally individualised voice of Fine Art'

I

l-li- 
- o"r.on"l as political, the one to one of early feminist

| '... well suitecl to the direct address of video art' The
II -ess oI consclousness raising was reflected in tapes
I

| 't, totct the stories of individual women's lives lt was

| ,n" aggregation of these testaments that a political

I ..i. was built. ln contrast to much male video which
I
I restioningly addresses a homogenised masculine

I "n"". feminists speak directly to female spectators,

I 
"tirr-r". 

iclentifying specitic groups young women, old
I

I "n, lesbians. mothers or daughters. Tying in with the

I - insistence on the audience's "active participation"

I " .rurtion of the work's meaning, feminists

I ntisneo non-hierarchical relationships with women

I ,o,or=. A taoe would contain an implied invitation to

! .,"*.r. to reciprocate with an examination of her own

I -,i"n." rather than preaching liberation f rom a

I , "" of superior knowledge. lt was important that

I ^ works bv-passed patriarchal channels of

I ,,uni"rtion tnrougn which people transmitted and

I -r=tooO their experience - the church, the law and the

I - .notu=t's couch. Rather than mis-percieving their

L-",,u" 
"xoerience 

as a fixed "other" to the masculine

I women built a sense of identity and community in

relation to each other and located their experience in the

complex social, political and economic realities of their

live s.

Nrn"y Chodorow has shown that at a psychological

level, women's identification with each other negates the

Oedipal process by which women are supposed to

transfer their desires to their father and view their mother

as a rival for his affections. (3) From this moment a

women's sense of self, of personal worth is determined

by her ability to inspire and hold a man's desire' Many

women video makers have denied this process and

returned to images of their mothers as a source of

warmth, creative energy and pre-Oedipal desire' Jayne

Parker's extraordinary Almost Out (1984), can be read as

a symbolic re-birth through a return to the mother'

Through verbal questioning and an unblinking scrutiny of

her mother's nakedness, she moves closer to her mother

and her own libidinal desire for the feminine' The

generosity with which her mother glves of herself to

facilitate her daughter's creativity "to help you with your

work" is a testament to the lived relationship behind the

tape and a refusal of any competitiveness in relation to a

masculine presence.

ln Measures of Distance (1988), Mona Hatoum's mother

specifically ignored her husband's wishes and gave her

image for her daughter's work. The tape locates the

mother-daughter relationship in the specific political and

psycho-experience of Palestinian women' The grounding

of individual women's in a wider political present can also

be seen in the work of Marion Urch and Sadhna Jain'

Catholicism and the influence on motherhood of the
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l.ndrews weaves a gentle tapestry of memories and

:onnections with places, objects and the image of a

noman with whom he is bonded. His sense of identity is

= uid, shifting. He displays the kind of negative capability
-ormally associated with the flexible ego boundaries of

r.oIIrefl. Jeremy Welsh's "lmmemorial" (1989) places the

:tist in his patrilineal relationship with his father and his

:on. ln contract to Kate Meynell's sensual

:3nnectedness, Welsh's attempt to make contact with

:re image of his father points to difficulties and conflicts

-'the father-son relationship. His father is shown in

-riform, framed and distanced in time. His son is
-:duced to scrutinising shadows in an attempt to recall a

r.armth and a humanity that was perhaps never there. ln

:lmplete contrast, the images of his son are sensual and

-lashamedly sentimental. The artist seems deiermined
-: ease his son's entry into manhood with a relationship
-at reproduces the essential intimacy of the maternal

:entification that the boy must relinquish.

Ert perhaps the boy is not prepared to sever emotional

.: with his mother. The most exuberant image of the
'!rn to the maternal must be in David Kelly's "Golden

, (1988). After struggling with his multi racial
.'entage he leaps into the arms of a grinning white girl -

. present-day white mum.Other male film and video

'l(ers are exploring the complexities of their hetero-

. (ual identities through an investigation of formative

rtlonships with mothers, grandmothers and fathers

,- and imagined. David Finch, Michael Maziere and

'. d Larcher all draw on the feminist tradition of

ticising the personal. But it is perhaps gay artist like

.art Marshall, lsaac Julien and Neil Bartlett who most
-found conventional psycho-sexual patterns. ln

. tiett's "That's How Strong My Love ls" (1989) the

st speaks of his relationship to his father and lover

'r of whom are present, but silent in the tape. Like

1e Parker's mother, they give their image as a gift of

: to their offspring. Bartlett not only publicly declares a

ng relationship with his father, but by implication

ticises that relationship in his choice of lover. The

,p, desiring link to the mother is transferred whole and

il
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undiluted into the adult male identity. The artist is now

characterised by connectedness, and by his ability to

bond with others. he rejects a masculinity built on

difference and separateness which a "normal"

socialisation would have achieved.

Now that the feminist art enterprise is fuelled a radical

rethinking of conventional masculinity in time-based art,

we may wonder what would happen to social relations,

family patterns and the psycho-sexual development of

future generations if men refuse to keep their end of the

bargain. lf men won't be MEN, if the male artist identifies

more with the work of his contemporary feminist sisters

than that of the Old Masters, will western patriarchal

culture crumble? This is a pleasant fantasy, but I wonder

if what we are actually witnessing is simply a change of

management style. Men must be prepared to share actual

economic and political power before their emotional and

sexual liberation has any real impact on the status quo.
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